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Madness and Oppression

"The Yellow Wallpaper" and "Story of an Hour" employ very different strategies to

describe what is, at root, a psychological response to oppression. Both are stories of women

oppressed by the patriarchal society they live in. Both are stories of women who, in response to

that oppression, repress their true selves behind a false self they show the world. Likewise, both

stories describe, albeit in different ways, a battle waging in their female protagonists; a

psychological battle between a repressed, real self, struggling to reclaim her autonomy and, on

the other end, a false self, struggling to keep the former at bay—servile to a male oppressor.

Clearly, Gilman’s “Yellow Wallpaper” is more elaborate than Chopin’s “Story of an

Hour” in its depiction of the oppressor, and the protagonist's experience of oppression, itself. But

both stories present a powerfully realistic (even if fictional) sort of case study in the experience

of male-dominating oppression, nonetheless.

Consider how Gilman gives one a very rich, first-personal narrative revealing the insides

of the protagonist's mind as it descends deep into madness. As the protagonist represses her true

feelings and desires to keep a false, pleasing appearance to her husband, John, one sees a

constant battle between her real self and a false self unfold before their very eyes. Her thoughts

waver between (on one end) honoring her inner needs and (on the other) fulfilling the

contradictory demands imposed upon her. She rationalizes her oppressors' behavior, deflects

from moments of honest insight, self-blames for her failures to meet the oppressors' expectations.

She internalizes her oppressors' ‘doctor-approved’ measure of health which takes no

consideration of her real needs–as if his measure of health were her own. As the narrative

unfolds, the protagonist's response to the yellow wallpaper of the room her husband keeps her in

becomes a kind of mirror into her broken mind.
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Initially, she is repulsed by the color of the paper, describing it as “repellant, almost

revolting; a smoldering, unclean yellow, strangely faded by the slow-turning sunlight” (Gilman).

But as time progresses, she becomes increasingly more obsessed with the paper, contemplating

its every detail. By the end of the story, she is hallucinating what one could call (in

psychoanalytic terms) the repressed contents of her authentic self, projected upon its canvas. She

goes so far as to refer to the paper as though it were a literal extension of herself, tearing down

the paper in a psychotic episode telling her husband, “I’ve got out at last…in spite of you and

Jane! And I’ve pulled off most of the paper, so you can’t put me back!” (Gilman). At the end of

the story, she identifies with the thing she is not, as if her mind gasps for its very last breath of

freedom–albeit in a realm of delusional fantasy; the only inner sanctuary she has left, safe from

the oppressor's watchful gaze.

In contrast, Chopin’s protagonist, Mrs. Mallard, does not directly describe her thought

process. She also does not suffer the same extremes of mental breakdown in response to her

oppressor. However, one may still see similar signs of an impending psychological breakdown in

Mrs. Mallard; similar signs of an authentic self repressed behind a false self constructed to please

an oppressor—and mask her suffering from herself.

Consider how Mrs. Mallard, on hearing of her husband’s death, goes from presenting a

chaotic, public display of grieving to, in private, experiencing a strange sort of excitement. In

private, there is a temporary halting of this inner battle between her real self and a false self, such

that the false self–who served her husband’s wishes–begins to lose ground. In that same moment,

the real self emerges out of repression, noticing the sights and sounds of the world outside her

bedroom window in a new way, tasting their potential, experiencing a moment of liberation.
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Her response to this repressed self is curious, as if it were something alien and external to

her when it was her real self all along. “There was something coming to her and she was waiting

for it, fearfully. What was it? She did not know; it was too subtle and elusive to name. But she

felt it, creeping out of the sky, reaching toward her through the sounds, the scents, the color that

filled the air” (Chopin).

The narrator goes on to note how “When she abandoned herself a little whispered word

escaped her slightly parted lips…‘free, free, free!’” (Chopin). She begins to realize her husband’s

passing gave her “a long procession of years to come that would belong to her absolutely…no

one to live for during those coming years” (Chopin). In reply to her false self grieving, she

ponders “What could love, the unsolved mystery, count for in the face of this possession of

self-assertion which she suddenly recognized as the strongest impulse of her being!” (Chopin).

But then this profound moment of realization–and liberation of her otherwise suppressed,

real self–is cut short. She discovers the report of his death was mistaken. In response, she seems

to die spontaneously; her real self dying a real death knowing her oppressor is not yet dead.

Thus where Gilman's protagonist descended deeper into madness as her outward oppression and

simultaneous inward repression increased, ending with a complete break from reality, a similar

but different process occurs with Mrs. Mallard. Mrs. Mallard is clearly in the grips of a similar

battle between split personalities; the one who feels liberated in absence of her husband and the

other who feels duty-bound to her husband, even after death. Her descent into madness is already

underway when she hears of her husband's death, which only stalls the descent, reversing it for a

moment before it returns, sending her true self full speed into death.

In sum, "The Yellow Wallpaper" and "Story of an Hour" reveal the same thing in different

ways: a woman's oppression within a patriarchal society and, simultaneously, the repression of
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her true self behind a false one to cope. Where the former presents a personal inside-view of this

process, i.e., in the very thoughts of the protagonist, herself, the latter presents more of a view

from the outside looking in. Mrs. Mallard's profound, sudden realization of her true freedom

fractures the false facade she otherwise shows the world–and herself. But both stories end in

tragedy. Both stories end with the death of the real self, struggling to escape her oppressor. The

only difference here is that Mrs. Mallard's escape was through literal death while, for Gilman's

protagonist, it was through complete severance from reality—never to return.
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